Starting on June 1st, 2018, the JR EAST PASS can be used to ride
(Tohoku area / Nagano, Niigata area)
JR buses in the unlimited-ride area!

### Information and notes
- Starting on June 1st, 2018, it became possible to use the JR EAST PASS (Tohoku area / Nagano, Niigata area) to ride JR buses in the unlimited-ride area. When boarding and getting off a bus, present the JR EAST PASS (Tohoku area / Nagano, Niigata area) to the crew.
- The pass is valid for local lines of JR Bus (excluding some local lines).
  - *Pass validity for particular routes is subject to change.
- The pass is not valid for express bus routes operated by JR Bus.
- Some routes (areas) are shared with other bus companies. For such routes (areas), the pass may only be used to ride JR buses.
- Operations may be suspended in the event of natural disasters, traffic accidents, road traffic conditions, etc. Contact your JR Bus company for details regarding the status of bus operations.

JR Bus Tohoku [http://www.jrbustochoku.co.jp](http://www.jrbustochoku.co.jp)
JR Bus Kanto [http://www.jrbuskanto.co.jp](http://www.jrbuskanto.co.jp)